TECHNICAL INFORMATION
Edinburgh Corn Exchange
Parking
Adequate secure parking within compound available for equipment, artists and crew.
There are no restrictions on parking on any adjacent roads.
Parking capacity within compound: 370 spaces
Loading
Access from New Mart Road. Rear double doors directly behind the stage.
Loading Bay and ramp straight into main hall, accessed by electrically operated roller
doors
clear height 2.4 m
clear width 2.7m
Sound Levels
The building is designed to contain a noise level of:
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Power
Stage 1 supply (lighting) 125 amp 3 phase
Stage 2 supply (sound) 63 amp 3 phase

Dressing Rooms
There are four dressing rooms with showers, typical usage:
star 1 - band
star 2 - support
star 3 - support
star 4 – production
Artist lounge also available plus kitchen.
After show Bar/ Function suite available on request
Staging
Stage provided by venue is 40ft x 20ft, with a height of 4ft. It is positioned 2.5m from
the back wall, a limited number of risers are available for stage left and right.
Barrier provided by the venue and is positioned 1.5m from front of stage. The
aforementioned layout is agreed by public safety and will not be altered or obstructed
by position of speakers or other 'band' material ( band material can also mean any
equipment provided for exhibition or conference to guarantee maximum occupancy.
This is a material part of contract to occupy.
Curtains for stage areas are not provided by venue (can be provided at an extra
cost) and promoter must provide current certification of all drapes to be used no later
than 24 hours before start of concert. The venue will take into consideration the
request of the artist and prepare the positions asked for in respect to mixer and spot
positions.
A gallery area is also available
Hanging Points
Above and front of stage, 4 beams plus 4 x 2 tonne girder clamps in position for main
support - each beam has 3 further flying hooks spaced 2m, 3.6m, 3.6m, 2m each
capable on 1 tonne loading.

Safe working load of each beam is 3 tonnes. Additional girder clamps can be
positioned throughout hall at beam positions.
EXHCHANGE DIMENSIONS
1372 square metres
49m x 28m
Ceiling height: 6.6m in centre, 3.3m at sides of room
Maximum capacity: 2800 standing, 1300 seated
The hall can be draped to accommodate smaller events.

